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About This Game

Enter the world of Truck Racing in a new arcade-racing game. Sit behind the wheel of monsters with over 4000 hp engines
allowing them to accelerate just as fast as supercars.

Test your skills in close-contact sport. Drive fast and find your way between opponent cars to the first place. Adjust your car's
settings to achieve handling and performance fitted to one of 16 racetracks around the world.

Game features:

 arcade-style driving system

 12 racing trucks in 2 classes

 16 race tracks based on actual locations around the world

 visual and mechanical car tuning

 4 racing modes
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Title: World Truck Racing
Genre: Racing
Developer:
Homa Design
Publisher:
Homa Design
Release Date: 16 Sep, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3 / Vista / 7 / 8

Processor: Core 2 Duo 1.8GHz or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 9600GT or better w /256MB vram

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1300 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 compatible
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This game is truly something magical.

World Truck Racing is a new triple A title from Electronic Arts, the award winning studio that brought you Mass Effect:
Andromeda and Call of Duty: WW2. Electronic Arts really hit it out of the park with this game. It's a truly original title that
every 5 year old (such as myself) should own in their PS4 library, and I'm going to explain why.

In this game you play as a truck. Nobody has ever really taken on this idea in a video game, probably ever. Not just that, but this
game really makes you FEEL like a truck. In most games, they try too hard to make you 'feel' like something, whether it's
Batman, or generic silent protagonist #5321948492. This game perfectly executes the idea and concept of being a truck.

The controls of this game are silky smooth. I never thought I'd be playing as a truck IN A VIDEO GAME in my life,
nonetheless with amazing controls. These controls are about as amazing as the controls in Mario Kart: Double Dash, which was a
game that just had great, amazing driving, compared to its successor, Mario Kart Wii. When I press W, the truck moves
forward. When I press A or D, the truck moves left or right. When I press S, the truck moves backwards. I never thought in my
life that I would have this much control in a game in my life. Oh, and that moment when you make a sharp turn, drifting straight
into the grass and hitting a wall, regardless of how good of a driver you are; it's pure bliss. Game controls at its peak. I don't
think any future game will top this.

The UI is amazing. It feels so intuitive and fresh. Since this game was made in the Unity engine, a critically acclaimed game
engine, responsible for the creation of such smash hits such as "Slender Clone #72392490", and "Generic Horror Game
#32029248", the Unity engine really brings this game's UI to life. The standard, generic font typeface was a refreshing take on a
user interface, compared to games nowadays that use special, gorgeous fonts to make their game look beautiful. The soundtrack
of this game is also spectacular, with such award winning tracks like "Title Theme". It's simply music to my ears.

All in all, I'd have to rate Euro Truck Simulator 2003 a 10/10. Most games nowadays cannot compete with the level of quality
this game has to offer. While most awful game companies like Nintendo nowadays publish disgusting, repetitive, shovelware
titles such as "Mario Kart 8 Deluxe" and "Super Smash Bros. Ultimate", Activison Blizzard really hits it out of the park with this
game's first entry into the FIFA series. I can't wait for next month's entry in the series, rumored to be titled "Five Nights at
Freddy's: World Euro Truck Racing Simulator 2004". Do yourself a favor and pick up this iconic game.. Don't buy this, this
game can't be completed because after 4th tournament the tournament game mode breaks and can't be played again. So you can
never see all the tracks or play with the faster truck class. Also this bug was reported 2 years ago in the forums but the developer
never responded or fixed the game.

Physics are bad, sounds are bad, AI has no challenge (overtake them in first corner and never see again), racing is boring.. Never
can't get pass race five it get freeze on loading screen. You steer with the left stick. You accelerate with the left stick. You
reverse with the left stick. It's a full driving experience with nothing but your left stick.. i dont know what people expect for
under 10 buks but if you have played rfactor the graphics are very much the same , im happy i got it its a laugh .. this is by far
one of the greatest games i have ever played.

10/10 simply perfect.. This game plays horribly. IF it at least had mouse control to steer it could be better. But there is a delay
on the steering and it always oversteers.
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buckle up ♥♥♥♥♥♥ 3===D. very good game if you like and also love cars. My friend gave me this game because he hates me.
I hate trucks, so I went in with high expectations. Let's just say I burned rubber in route to three straight race victories. I figure I
had to quit on top of the world as an undefeated champ, so I think I'll never play this ever again. Oh, also the game is terrible..
Only recommended if you want to gift it to your arch enemy.
No controller support just keyboard and in all other categories it`s horrible too.

Luckily it was part of a 1.99$ bundle. *Phew!*

Edit: Was forced to endure it two minutes more to sum up five minutes total gameplay to be allowed to write this review. :D

BTW - worst recreation of the Nürburgring GP track too!. Well.... What can I say? I was gifted this by a friend for Christmas,
he thought he was going to be funny. Turns out, this is the most advanced racing game and most authentic trucking experience I
have ever had (and trust me, I love my Euro Trucks). This game has gorgous graphics whilst still being good to the frames, it has
keyboard and gamepad compatability with the left joystick being the only control on the gamepad. BUT... Even though this
game is awful, it is very enjoyable to go almost 200 mph in gear 5 and to win the races by 1 and a half minutes. BUY NOW.
literally the best game i've played. It's a'ight. Soooo good that even the computer drivers cannot operate their trucks. This game
is truly something magical.

World Truck Racing is a new triple A title from Electronic Arts, the award winning studio that brought you Mass Effect:
Andromeda and Call of Duty: WW2. Electronic Arts really hit it out of the park with this game. It's a truly original title that
every 5 year old (such as myself) should own in their PS4 library, and I'm going to explain why.

In this game you play as a truck. Nobody has ever really taken on this idea in a video game, probably ever. Not just that, but this
game really makes you FEEL like a truck. In most games, they try too hard to make you 'feel' like something, whether it's
Batman, or generic silent protagonist #5321948492. This game perfectly executes the idea and concept of being a truck.

The controls of this game are silky smooth. I never thought I'd be playing as a truck IN A VIDEO GAME in my life,
nonetheless with amazing controls. These controls are about as amazing as the controls in Mario Kart: Double Dash, which was a
game that just had great, amazing driving, compared to its successor, Mario Kart Wii. When I press W, the truck moves
forward. When I press A or D, the truck moves left or right. When I press S, the truck moves backwards. I never thought in my
life that I would have this much control in a game in my life. Oh, and that moment when you make a sharp turn, drifting straight
into the grass and hitting a wall, regardless of how good of a driver you are; it's pure bliss. Game controls at its peak. I don't
think any future game will top this.

The UI is amazing. It feels so intuitive and fresh. Since this game was made in the Unity engine, a critically acclaimed game
engine, responsible for the creation of such smash hits such as "Slender Clone #72392490", and "Generic Horror Game
#32029248", the Unity engine really brings this game's UI to life. The standard, generic font typeface was a refreshing take on a
user interface, compared to games nowadays that use special, gorgeous fonts to make their game look beautiful. The soundtrack
of this game is also spectacular, with such award winning tracks like "Title Theme". It's simply music to my ears.

All in all, I'd have to rate Euro Truck Simulator 2003 a 10\/10. Most games nowadays cannot compete with the level of quality
this game has to offer. While most awful game companies like Nintendo nowadays publish disgusting, repetitive, shovelware
titles such as "Mario Kart 8 Deluxe" and "Super Smash Bros. Ultimate", Activison Blizzard really hits it out of the park with this
game's first entry into the FIFA series. I can't wait for next month's entry in the series, rumored to be titled "Five Nights at
Freddy's: World Euro Truck Racing Simulator 2004". Do yourself a favor and pick up this iconic game.. the handling is god
damn atrocious do not buy this game even when it's on sale.
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